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RESEARCH ARTICLE

The changing shape of the Indian recorded music industry in the
age of platformisation
Aditya Lal a, David Hesmondhalgh b and Charles Umney a

aWork and Employment Relations Department, Leeds University Business School, University of Leeds, Leeds, UK;
bSchool of Media and Communication, University of Leeds, Leeds, UK

ABSTRACT
Scholars have explored the impact of technological developments on the
livelihoods of musicians before digitalisation and in the contemporary age
of music streaming platforms. However, a striking gap exists with respect
to the Indian music industries which have been conspicuously ignored by
scholarship on cultural work. This article contributes towards addressing
this gap. First, we show how platformisation is challenging the
longstanding domination of Indian music by film soundtracks which
relegated non-film musicians to precarious careers with unsustainable
work. We show that platformisation has ushered in a new wave of non-
film music that is posing unprecedented challenges to the cultural
hegemony of film music. Second, we show how platformisation has also
accelerated demands for copyright reform, which may benefit some
musicians. However, third, we show that platformisation may well
reinforce the domination of powerful local record companies, with
potentially negative impacts on musicians. Fourthly, we suggest that
platformisation may be disadvantaging musicians who work in
languages besides the dominant ones of Hindi and English. Our
concluding section suggests that platformisation brings both challenges
and potential benefits for some musicians and draws out the
implications for future research on the platformisation of cultural work.

KEYWORDS
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1. Introduction

Digital platforms have proliferated acrossmany industries. Nieborg and Poell (2018, 4276) define plat-
formisation as ‘thepenetrationof economic, governmental, and infrastructural extensionsof digital plat-
forms into the web and app ecosystems’ (italics in original). Platformisation in the cultural industries is
especially significant for recording musicians because music streaming platforms (MSPs) account for
more than 62%of global recordedmusic revenues (IFPI 2021). The platformised recordedmusic indus-
try allows musicians access to global markets and offers them more flexibility than pre-digitalisation
business models in getting their work distributed. However, many have claimed that the platform
economymay have aggravated longstanding and persistent issues facingmusicians, such as inequal-
ity and precariousness (Baym2018; Prey 2020a; Baym et al. 2021). So, the platformised recordedmusic
industry is a rich test case for studying the impact of digitalisation on cultural workers.

India’s recorded music industry has grown rapidly in recent years (IMI 2022b) and has been
described as ‘the sleeping giant’ of global music markets (Hu 2017). In 2020, music streaming
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revenues accounted for 85.1% of overall recorded music revenues in India (IMI 2022a, 8). Further-
more, in a short span of three years, India has entered the top 10 markets for Spotify (Singal
2022), the largest MSP in the world. In addition, there is a huge informal music sector (Dredge
2022b), i.e. it falls ‘outside the official, authorized spaces of the economy’, though often in interaction
with the formal sector (Lobato and Thomas 2015, 7).

Academic researchers have analysed the evolution of the Indian recorded music industry and the
emergence of new technologies. Manuel has traced the impact of successive waves of technological
change through studies of cassette tapes (1993), video compact discs (2012), and online technologies
(2014). Booth (2017) analysed how digitalisation and mobile platforms were affecting a regional record
company. Ithurbide (2020) offered a detailed description of changes brought about by the MSPs in the
Indian recorded music industry. Furthermore, a rich literature on Indian music culture can be found
embedded within studies of the Indian film industries, especially Bollywood (Cullity 2002; Lorenzen
and Täube 2008; Beaster-Jones 2009; Punathambekar 2013; Ciochetto 2013; Kumar 2017).1 However,
while most of these scholars acknowledge the aesthetic and commercial importance of music in Indian
films, few focus on workers in the Indian music industries, with exceptions such as the attention given
to prominent Indian musicians such as A.R. Rahman (Punathambekar 2007; Beaster-Jones 2017). There
has also been discussion on the impact of Indian copyright laws on musicians’ royalties by scholars
such as Reddy (2012), Reddy and Chandrashekaran (2017), and Booth (2015). But the livelihoods of
Indian musicians have rarely been examined in their own right as creators of film or non-film music.

We use the terms ‘film music’/‘non-film music’ to signify all music that is/is not ensconced in films
when it is first made available for audience consumption and to categorise musicians who predomi-
nantly produce the respective music. The term ‘independent’ is usually associated with those musi-
cians whose music is ‘not produced under a contract with a commercial [major] record label’
(Rohmetra 2022). A vast majority of Indian non-film musicians are independent and platformisation
has especially enabled their growth. It has also allowed film musicians to pursue parallel indepen-
dent musical careers. We focus on these dramatic effects in this article.

Recent years have seen a number of studies on the impact of platformisation onmusicians (Coulson
2012; Marshall 2015; Negus 2015; Baym 2018; Hanrahan 2018; Haynes and Marshall 2018; Hoedemae-
kers 2018; Morris 2020; Prey 2020b; Azzellini, Greer, and Umney 2021; Baym et al. 2021; Hesmondhalgh
et al. 2021), but the literature on Indian recordedmusic has tended to neglect these questions. A partial
exception is Nowak’s (2014; 2018) work on themusicians of Garhwal, a Himalayan region in north India.
Nowak’s findings chronicle the opportunities and challenges infused by digitalisation into the regional
Garhwali music industries, and also highlight the relationships, aspirations, and strategies deployed by
Garhwali musicians to sustain a livelihood in music. But while Nowak focuses on Garhwali musicians,
this article sets a strong research agenda for scholars of contemporary Indian music to holistically
understand the myriad ways in which digitalisation is potentially shaping the recording careers of
Indian musicians at a national and transnational scale.

This article contributes towards filling the above gap in scholarship by examining how musicians
in India might be affected by evolving relations between the Indian recorded music industry on the
one hand, and digital music platforms on the other. We consider a number of effects of platformisa-
tion, distinguishing between those that might in some cases benefit musicians, and in other cases
disadvantage them (at least beyond the biggest superstars). We discuss four major impacts of plat-
formisation, starting with two potentially positive aspects which may enable a more plural and sus-
tainable footing for Indian music outside the film music establishment; and then turning to two sets
of problems which risk further entrenching inequalities in Indian music. Through this discussion, we
sketch out a research agenda for better understanding work in the Indian recorded music industry.

In Section 2, we discuss how the recorded music industry in India has traditionally been domi-
nated by film soundtracks, especially Bollywood music, but how the emergence of national and
international MSPs has benefited non-film musicians to a surprising degree. Some musicians and
firms beyond the film sector are now achieving considerable success and posing unprecedented
challenges to the cultural hegemony of film music. Section 3 then discusses the history of copyright
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reform in India, arguing that platformisation may involve dynamics that accelerate efforts towards
reform. However, Section 4 shows that platformisation also consolidates the advantage of the oligo-
poly of local, domestic majors, thereby disadvantaging musicians, for reasons elaborated below.
Section 5 suggests that platformisation may disadvantage the many musicians working in regional
minority-language markets, given the preponderance of Hindi and English on Indian MSPs. Finally,
the concluding section raises important issues that lay an agenda for future research. Throughout,
the article draws upon both critical political economy and cultural studies perspectives to fore-
ground issues of power and inequality that shape work in the Indian recorded music industry, par-
ticularly in the consequences of the expanding use of digital platforms.

The article is based on an interdisciplinary literature review which synthesises recent literature on
the trajectory of the Indian recorded music industry on one hand, and literature on the platform
economy and cultural work on the other. An extensive reading of recorded music industry reports
published by industry organisations (IFPI, FICCI, IMI), specialised trade magazines, newspaper
articles, and grey literature was also required to comprehend the changing dynamics and lay the
groundwork for future research. A close examination of the music offerings on the home pages of
different MSPs’ apps was also undertaken.

How do we define ‘musicians’ in this article? In short, the term covers those who perform or write
music. Our interest is primarily in those musicians who seek to make a living, or a partial living, from
music. We also emphasise the boundary between the formal and informal sector. Although some
musicians work in both sectors, sometimes even unintentionally, our focus is on the ‘formal’
recorded music sector wherein lyricists, composers, and performers receive credit for their work
and are entitled to royalties. Our article considers all such roles and when distinctions need to be
made, we use the individual terms. The term ‘musicians’ without any prefix also includes film,
non-film, and independent musicians, and we provide appropriate qualifiers wherever necessary.

2. Platformisation challenges the dominance of film music

The recordedmusic industryhasbeen regularly disruptedby, andhashad toadapt to, technology– from
vinyl records to audio cassettes toCDs to thedigitalworld of today – and these changes have historically
impacted howmusicians relate to audiences (Baym 2018). Hesmondhalgh (2019, 294) claims that ‘[t]he
music recording industrywas thefirstmajor cultural industry tobeaffectedby… ‘digitalisation’’.Manuel
(2014) explains that each generation of technology from cassettes to MP3 discs to file-sharing over the
Internet worked towards adding exponential scale to the distribution of increasingly larger volumes of
music with ease. Sterne (2006, 829) describes how the ‘possibility for quick and easy transfers,… cross-
platform compatibility,… and easy storage and access’ were built into the very design of the MP3 file
compression technology; a design that lends itself well to illegal file sharing. Rampant piracy through
digital music files crippled the business of music rights holders in the early twenty-first century and
the Indian recorded music industry ‘experienced the same vicissitudes as its counterparts in the devel-
opedworld’ (Manuel 2014, 392). However, despite all the tribulationsof copingwith technologicaldevel-
opments from the front, a distinctive feature of the Indian recorded music industry has remained
unwaveringly resilient: its dependence on the Indian film industry.

The Indian recorded music industry has always been intrinsically linked to the Indian film industry.
Music culture in India, at an industrial scale, has been very largely based on film soundtracks. Further-
more, while the production and distribution of recorded music have been dominated by major inter-
national record companies in most countries, India by contrast has powerful domestic record
companies and the international majors play a relatively limited role.2 Sony Music is the only one
among the three international majors (the others are Universal Music and Warner Music) with
enough substantial investments in Bollywood and south Indian film music for its Indian subsidiary
to be counted among the major record companies operating in India (Hu 2017). Universal Music
in India does not focus on film music (Bhardwaj 2021) and Warner Music has only recently started
independent operations in India, in 2020 (Warner Music Group 2020).
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The large scale platformisation and legal monetisation of digital music in India can be traced back
to the economic success of various music-based valued-added services offered by telecom compa-
nies to attract and retain customers. Telecom services offering music for download, ringtones, and
especially caller-ring-back-tones (CRBT), which allowed music to be played for the caller, found enor-
mous success among Indian customers (Gopinath 2013, 87; Booth 2017, 95). The first CRBT service
was launched in India by Bharti Airtel Limited (trading as Airtel), a local telecom company, in
2004 under the brand name Hello Tunes (Chhavi 2013) and was soon copied by other telecom
service providers. Not long before, Apple had launched the iTunes music store in the US in 2003
(Apple 2003) and revolutionised music consumption by offering songs for 99 cents apiece
without any subscription fees. This provided the Indian recorded music industry an opportunity
to sell Indian songs to diasporic audiences abroad via distributors like DesiHits (Jana 2008) and to
test digital revenue models. However, YouTube launched its services in India only in 2008 (The Econ-
omic Times 2008). Two of India’s leading MSPs, Saavn (now JioSaavn) and Gaana, were launched in
2007 (O’Brien 2015) and 2010 (The Times of India 2020) respectively, and the iTunes India store was
only launched in 2012 (Apple 2012). This gave enough room to telecom service providers to establish
strong and, for some time the only, lucrative digital music business models with Indian recorded
music rights holders. With the Phonographic Performance Limited (PPL), which licenses sound
recordings in India, increasing its earnings from mobile ringtones by 1857% during the six years
from 2004 to 2010 (Reddy 2011), music-based telecom services can be considered the harbingers
of MSPs in India. Today, Airtel’s music-based value-added services have evolved into Wynk Music
which is amongst the largest MSPs in India. The launch of telecom services by Reliance Jio Infocomm
Limited in 2015, under the brand name Jio, bolstered the uptake of streaming (Mukherjee 2019) by
providing one of the cheapest data tariffs in the world (Rai 2015). As we discuss next, along with
Airtel, Jio remains a significant local telecom operator active in the MSP business.

Today, the music streaming market is driven by telecom as well as local Internet companies (Ithur-
bide 2020). Among the major local MSPs, JioSaavn is owned by Reliance Jio Infocomm Limited which
acquired a US-based, India-focused MSP called Saavn; Gaana is owned by a local Internet company
called Times Internet Limited; Wynk Music is owned by Bharti Airtel Limited; and Hungama is owned
by a local Internet company called Hungama Digital Media Entertainment. Spotify and Apple Music,
the leading MSPs in most countries, do not enjoy a dominant position in India, though Spotify is
expanding rapidly (Dredge 2022a). The other major telecom company, Vodafone Idea Limited, oper-
ating under the brand name Vi, also offers music services but does not match up to the scale of Wynk
Music or JioSaavn. Amazon Prime Music remains a ‘call product’ (Ithurbide 2020, 115) for Amazon to
attract and sell its e-commerce services and products to customers.

Indian audiences have never been accustomed to paying for digital music and this has contrib-
uted to the Indian music streaming market being dominated by advertising-based rather than sub-
scription-based or transaction-based revenue models (Singh 2022). Most MSPs in India, except for
Apple Music and Amazon Prime Music, offer both advertising and subscription tiers to consumers
and try to migrate them towards subscriptions by lowering their subscription fees (Singh 2022;
L. Jha 2022b). However, they face stiff competition from robust and deeply entrenched advertis-
ing-driven platforms like YouTube. In fact, the highest consumption of music happens on
YouTube (Ithurbide 2020, 115) which has built a base of 450 million monthly active users (Gurbaxani
2022b). Furthermore, with the launch of the YouTube Music app in India (the market with the most
number of YouTube users) in 2019, YouTube has confronted the MSPs head-on (Global Media Insight
2022).

Market shares are as follows: Gaana (30%), JioSaavn (24%), Wynk Music (15%), Spotify (15%),
Google Play Music (10%), and Others (6%) (Lidhoo 2021). However, these shares may be changing
rapidly with the growth of YouTube Music and the recent shifting of Gaana to a subscription-only
service (Kalra and Vengattil 2022). The below Table 1 presents a snapshot of the top four MSPs in
2021:
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As can be seen, JioSaavn has by far the largest catalogue. Both JioSaavn and Gaana also have
exclusive songs funnelled from their respective original non-film recorded music businesses. Jio-
Saavn’s original recorded music business is called ‘Artist Originals’ (stylised as AO) whereas that of
Gaana is called ‘Gaana Originals’ (by contrast with the West, where MSPs are prevented from gener-
ating content to which they might own rights by licensing agreements with record companies). All
four MSPs also provide music across various Indian languages such as Hindi, Punjabi, Tamil, and
Telugu, and listening language preferences need to be selected at the time of signing up on the
app for the first time (see Figure 1 below). Once logged in, some of the common categories available
on all four MSPs involve mood music recommendations, new releases, trending songs, and podcast
recommendations. Interestingly, all four MSPs offer non-film music under the ‘pop’ or ‘indie’ cat-
egories (see red boxes in Figure 2 below).

Platforms have ushered in novel business models that allow musicians to monetise their music by
distributing and marketing their works directly to audiences (for example, by uploading directly to
YouTube and SoundCloud). Other business models entail deals with digital distributors and multi-
channel networks (MCNs), bypassing deals with recording and publishing companies (Qu, Hesmond-
halgh, and Xiao 2021).3

Significantly, the platformised ecosystem of the Indian recorded music industry described above
has created a unique opportunity for the rise of non-film music in India. A major contribution to non-
film music has come from Punjabi music and the rap and hip-hop genres which have gone main-
stream and been appropriated by Bollywood films as well (Bhatt 2018; Cardozo 2021). Besides
Punjabi, music in other languages, such as Bhojpuri, Haryanvi, and Gujarati that do not normally
enjoy the patronage of mainstream films, is also expanding via the non-film route (L. Jha 2022a).

Admittedly, there was a previous period of growth for non-film music in India in the late 1990s
and early 2000s following the advent of cable television in India and the subsequent launch of
several music television channels (Rohmetra 2022). But this brief flowering soon died out and a

Table 1. Comparison of four of the leading MSPs in India, c. 2021

MSP Monthly Active Users Mode of Monetisation Size of Catalogue

Gaana 185 million Advertising + Subscription – Rs. 99 per user month 45 million tracks
JioSaavn 104 million Advertising + Subscription – Rs. 99 per user per month 80 million tracks
Spotify 20 million Advertising + Subscription – Rs. 119 per user per month 40 million tracks
Wynk Music 72.5 million Advertising + Subscription – Rs. 49 per user per month 40 million tracks

Figure 1. Music language selection screen on Indian MSPs (from L-R: Wynk Music, Gaana, JioSaavn, Spotify). Source: screenshots
taken by author Lal.
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popular music culture outside films could not be sustained (Rohmetra 2022) by the recorded music
industry which as a whole plunged into steep decline from 2002 onwards owing to rising digital
piracy and changing patterns and technologies of music consumption (Booth 2015, 263). The rise
of non-film music in recent times, however, looks to be much more sustainable.

Figure 2. Promotion of ‘indie’/‘pop’ music on Indian MSPs (Top row, L-R: Gaana, Wynk Music, Wynk Music; Bottom row, L-R:
JioSaavn, Spotify, Spotify). Source: screenshots taken by author Lal.
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These developments are challenging the cultural hegemony of film music in India. While nine out
of the top ten Indian musicians in terms of monthly listeners on Spotify in 2021 were film musicians
(out of which eight were from Bollywood) (Keerthana 2021), the share of non-film music in the Hindi
top 100 charts on Gaana increased from 40% in 2019–65% in 2020 (L. Jha 2020). Furthermore, non-
film musical products are also finding their way into films via licensing deals in the secondary market
(Rohmetra 2022).

In its second coming in the age of platformisation, the non-film music market has taken on a
stronger industrial form with the entry of a spate of record companies specialising in non-film
music (Deb 2018; Tagat 2020).4 While most of these record companies have been launched by
film and non-film musicians, some such as Big Bang Music (L. Jha 2019) and VYRL Originals
(Stassen 2019) have managed to garner investments from the international majors (Sony Music
and Universal Music respectively), signifying a marked shift in the Indian recorded music industry,
not seen since the late 1990s, in the form of the infusion of international major record company
capital into non-film music. Furthermore, as mentioned above, unlike major western MSPs such as
Spotify, the domestic MSPs are also involved in the recorded non-film music industry with JioSaavn’s
‘Artist Originals’ and Gaana’s ‘Gaana Originals’ leading the way. None of this, however, necessarily
equates with an improvement in the sustainability of a musical career for the vast majority of musi-
cians working in India’s ‘formal’ music sector (Gurbaxani 2022a). As we shall see in Section 3, chal-
lenges remain across both film and non-film music, with copyright playing an important role.

3. Platformisation intensifies efforts at copyright reform

Film musicians make significant contributions to the success of Indian films and their songs
(Punathambekar 2008, 284). Traditionally, they assigned all rights under work-for-hire contracts to
film producers who became the first owners of film songs and further licensed or assigned these
recordings to record companies along with the underlying works (Reddy 2012). This practice was
given legal validity by the Indian Supreme Court ruling of 19775 which vested the entire first copy-
right with the film producer or employer who commissioned the work unless there existed a contract
to the contrary (Reddy and Chandrashekaran 2017, 192). Reddy (2012) highlights some key trouble-
some interpretations by the Supreme Court of India in its judgment that potentially limit the possi-
bilities for film musicians: the inclusion of music and lyrics in the copyright of cinematographic film;
the lack of distinction between film synchronisation and other rights such as public performance
rights (right to royalties when sound recordings are communicated to the public via live perform-
ance and broadcast); and the absence of criteria to distinguish between employment and work-
for-hire contracts. Put together, these ensured that all film musicians’ rights transferred to film pro-
ducers either as commissioned work or as work produced under employment; and allowed them to
exploit these rights as they pleased.

As a result, many famous Indian film musicians have lost substantial lifetime earnings because
they have been unable to claim royalties from any subsisting author copyright in their works that
were licensed for various purposes outside film such as ringtones, public performances, radio and
television broadcasts, and digital downloads and streaming (Reddy 2012; Baghel and Dasgupta
2017; Hindustan Times 2019; Goyal 2020). In addition, because film songs were predominantly con-
sumed as sound synchronised with cinematographic film, the success of a song depended upon
several other factors apart from the music itself such as the featuring film stars, the visual depiction,
and the narrative context (Reddy 2012), thereby making it harder for film musicians to negotiate
higher wages or royalties. The absence of institutionalised music publishing practices, a lack of
knowledge about soundtrack production contracts, weak collective bargaining power to negotiate
legal and financial terms (Joshi 2011; Reddy 2012), and traditional informal systems based on trust
and kinship (Lorenzen and Täube 2008; Punathambekar 2013; Herbert, Lotz, and Punathambekar
2020) may have also contributed towards frustrating the endeavours of film musicians to establish
fair and equitable rights. The copyright laws and work-for-hire practices also hurt non-film musicians
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including some iconic figures belonging to other genres such as Indian classical music and ghazal.
Some musicians petitioned the government to protect them from predatory record companies by
making their right to royalties non-assignable but to no avail (Joshi 2011, 23).

The digitalisation of music in the early twenty first century lent new impetus and motivation to
musicians’ struggles for fairer rights partly because of the intervention of the booming telecom
industry of India. In order to incorporate music into services such as ringtones and CRBTs, the
telecom companies had to license music from record companies and licensing and collection organ-
isations such as PPL, which collectively licenses sound recordings on behalf of its record company
members, and the Indian Performing Right Society Limited (IPRS) which is responsible for licensing
the composition and literary works (i.e. lyrics) underlying the sound recordings (Reddy and Chandra-
shekaran 2017, 203). However, with record companies also on the IPRS board, a subcommittee of the
IPRS ruled that ringtones only involved recording rights and no composition/literary rights and so
the related royalties would be collected by PPL alone (Joshi 2011, 22), thereby once again bringing
the exploitation of musician-members (i.e. composers and lyricists) of the IPRS to the fore. Further-
more, musicians’ traditional contracts had not included new technologies such as ringtones (Bhatia
2011) and so, most musicians did not receive any share of the monies paid from the telecom com-
panies straight into the coffers of PPL and the record companies. This sparked fresh calls from musi-
cians for a revision of the copyright laws, and the subsequent proliferation of streaming platforms
further bolstered their lobbying for urgent reforms.

Changes started taking shape with the election of Javed Akhtar, acclaimed film lyricist, screenwri-
ter, and poet, to the governing board of the IPRS in 2004 and his subsequent nomination to the
upper house of parliament in 2009 which gave him better access to ministers and lawmakers.
With him leading the IPRS, eventually the Copyright (Amendment) Act 2012 was passed with new
rights for musicians (Reddy 2012). Under these amendments, musicians can only transfer copyright
but not their right to receive royalties (Reddy and Chandrashekaran 2017, 197). The revised laws split
25% of the royalty collected for a song equally between the composer and the lyricist and allocated
the rest to the rights holder(s) (Joshi 2011, 23). Furthermore, the amendments deem any clause that
transfers musicians’ rights in future technological mediums as null and void (Reddy and Chandrashe-
karan 2017, 198), allowing the opportunity for musicians to renegotiate terms in the future. The revi-
sions also allow musicians to receive royalties for all uses of their work except in a film played in a
cinema hall in India (Joshi 2011, 24). Performer royalties were also recognised in these amendments
and for the first time playback singers were paid royalties by their collection society, the Indian
Singers Rights Association (ISRA), in 2017 (The Hindu 2018; Das 2018).

However, India is replete with myriad political and socioeconomic tensions and sweeping
changes like the above have been hard to enforce (Reddy 2012, 527). The country still lacks an
organised music publishing industry, confusion persists over musicians’ royalties from radio and
television broadcasts, fledgling musicians remain hesitant to oppose unfair contracts out of fear
of losing future work (Reddy and Chandrashekaran 2017, 208; Ithurbide 2020, 123; Rauta 2022),
and much ambiguity persists not only regarding the lead performer’s share of royalties but also
the subjective assignment of credit and royalties for ‘casual or incidental’ (Sivakumar and
Lukose 2013, 166) performers such as instrument players, music arrangers, sound engineers,
backing vocalists, and the likes. In addition, new uses of music on short-video platforms and
non-fungible tokens (NFTs) confound the revised laws which in themselves have not been institu-
tionalised yet by the recorded music industry (Rauta 2022). The Covid-19 pandemic has also
unsettled the system by prompting collection societies to issue new policies regarding the collec-
tion of royalties from online live performances (Akundi 2020). Furthermore, with the advertising-
supported YouTube being the most dominant music consumption platform in the country, the rel-
evance of collection societies to musicians is itself put into question since musicians can earn
directly from YouTube (also see Section 4).

Platformisation, then, has accelerated long overdue copyright reforms. However, the road to insti-
tutionalising these laws into industry practices has been slow. Furthermore, in an industry
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characterised by high concentration and winner-take-all effects (Hesmondhalgh 2019) it remains to
be seen how many of the benefits of these changes trickle down to lower echelons of musicians. We
turn to this issue next in the context of changes in industry structures.

4. Platformisation barely dents the power of India’s domestic majors

While digital distribution services might be able to get more music onto western MSPs, few indepen-
dent musicians can match the marketing and promotion power of the international majors,
especially with the low-priced basic services that the distribution companies offer. The international
majors enjoy privileged access to resources not just limited to finances and staff but also including
data (Baym et al. 2021), distribution networks, and promotional alliances (R. Nowak and Morgan
2022). Their deep music catalogues allow the international majors to extract better contract terms
from platforms and other music retailers (Galuszka 2015), since, except for niche stores, no music
platform (or physical retailer) can operate without the international majors’ catalogues. On the
other hand, independent record companies and distribution services companies managing
smaller catalogues may get ‘take-it-or-leave-it deals’ from platforms and retailers (Galuszka 2015,
263). The international majors’ vast catalogues also make dealing with them more efficient for
music platforms and retailers, as it means they can license the bulk of the recorded music in the
industry (Galuszka 2015) from a limited number of companies.

There are few signs, then, that the power of the international majors is being meaningfully under-
mined by platformisation, especially for those independent musicians that aspire to attain stardom
(Baym 2018, 66) and view commercial success as a validation of artistic skills (Coulson 2012; Haynes
and Marshall 2018).

As we have seen, power is highly concentrated among the domestic majors in India, rather than
the international majors who dominate in many countries. Consequently, international MSPs cannot
launch their services as successfully in India as in other countries on the back of worldwide licensing
deals with the international majors. Domestic majors have asserted their power. For example, dom-
estic major Saregama forced Spotify to remove 120,000 songs owned by Saregama just two months
after the streaming service was launched in India (Sanchez 2019). The dominance of the domestic
majors is also evidenced by the fact that out of the total Indian recorded music industry’s
revenue of INR 1,870 crores (FICCI and EY, India 2022, 202), Saregama, the only publicly listed
major Indian record company, accounts for INR 615 crores (with a market capitalisation of INR
7,367 crores) (The Economic Times 2022) and T-Series has an estimated revenue of INR 800 crores
(Kohli-Khandekar 2021). That is, more than 75% of the industry’s revenue can be attributed to
these two record companies alone. Compared to them the revenue of Gaana, the MSP with the
largest market share in India, standing at INR 123 crores (Dredge 2021) alludes to the lopsided
balance of power at the negotiating table.

Furthermore, owing to the unique relationship of record companies and film producers in India
(see Section 3), record companies also exert considerable power over the producers. In his interview
with Joshi (2011, 23), Akhtar explained that only twelve to fifteen film producers are paid for their
films’ music by the record companies. A vast majority of producers not only have to transfer the
rights of their films’music to the record companies for free but must also share the music promotion
costs with the record companies in the hopes of promoting their films (Joshi 2011, 23). Additionally,
the few film producers who get paid by the record companies were also being stripped off their
earning potential by transferring their publishing rights to the record companies unconditionally
and in perpetuity in exchange for an upfront lump sum payment (Joshi 2011, 22–23).

Other major nodes of power include collection societies and rights aggregation companies. The
major record companies occupy board positions on the two key licensing and collection organis-
ations, the PPL and the IPRS (Reddy 2012), and thereby shape industry-wide decisions related to
licensing, collective bargaining, and royalty payments. Unsurprisingly, smaller record companies
have assigned organisations such as Novex and Phonographic Digital Limited (PDL) as their
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agents for administering licenses for public performance (Novex) and digital platforms (PDL). This
fragmented membership across different licensing organisations seems to betray friction within
the industry in establishing a level playing field even among the record companies. In addition,
the powerful marketing campaigns executed by the domestic and international majors also work
to effectively isolate smaller independent musicians and record companies (Agrawal 2020) from
potential revenue opportunities.

As noted in Section 2, the Indian music streaming market is advertising-led, with YouTube driving
the maximum consumption of music. This potentially provides an opportunity for Indian indepen-
dent musicians to subvert the powers-that-be and earn directly from advertising revenue through
YouTube. But the largest music channels in terms of subscribers and views on YouTube are con-
trolled by the majors6 and large independent record companies, and so, their channels attract far
more advertising than those operated directly by independent musicians (or their representatives).
A FICCI and EY (2019) report revealed that 40% of the digital revenues for Indian record companies
were attributed to YouTube. With the lion’s share of YouTube advertising dollars in the music cat-
egory going to the majors, advertising income from YouTube will probably not suffice for many inde-
pendent musicians (A. Nair and Malik 2020). However, the advertising industry offers another route
to a sustainable livelihood without the need for mediation by record companies.

Several star musicians in India started off in the jingles market for the advertising industry, directly
undertaking work like singing, composing, producing, writing lyrics, and voicing (R. Das 2016).
However, the jingles market too is characterised by the winner-take-all effects prevalent across
the cultural industries. It is further complicated by ongoing legal battles between the IPRS and
the radio and television broadcasters regarding musicians’ royalties (L. Jha 2021) that have effec-
tively made it a work-for-hire market.

The advertising industry has also helped to directly fuel the livelihoods of musicians by way of
endorsements and social media campaigns, especially on short-video platforms such as TikTok, Insta-
gram Reels, and YouTube Shorts. TikTok had become an essential music discovery app in India,
especially for independent musicians – ‘6 out of the top 10 all-time Indian tracks on TikTok were inde-
pendent releases and gained considerable traction on YouTube’ (Verma 2020). There was a strong cor-
relation between a song’s virality on TikTok and an increase in its listenership on Spotify (Wadhwa
2022). In 2020, the Indian government’s ban on various Chinese apps including TikTok led to a
surge of indigenous short-video apps such as Moj, Josh, Chingari, Roposo, and MX TakaTak rushing
in to fill the void (Wadhwa 2022). As important music discovery sites, these platforms not only
attract musicians but also advertisers looking to hire musicians for their social media campaigns,
and record companies looking to promote their music and license it to these platforms. But the
most followed musicians are backed by either a Bollywood repertoire or the majors or both. For
example, Neha Kakkar, a popular singer, built an impressive catalogue of Bollywood and non-film pro-
jects supported by the majors and became the most followed Indian musician on Instagram with 60
million followers (Vaze 2021). Furthermore, despite several options, usage remains concentrated
among just a few short-video apps, led by Instagram Reels and YouTube Shorts. While YouTube is
the destination for the highest music consumption in India, with 230 million Instagram users India
is the largest market in the world for Instagram Reels which is rapidly expanding into the smaller
cities (Biswas 2022; Dredge 2022c) where the domestic apps enjoy a stronger affinity (Business
Insider India 2021).

Platformisation, then, continues to reinforce the oligopolistic structure of the recorded music
industry in India and in the West; and in India we see the power of the domestic majors extend
beyond the musicians and the MSPs and impact the film producers and other independent
record companies as well. The advertising-skewed Indian platform economy does provide opportu-
nity for independent musicians to generate income without the involvement of intermediaries, but it
is not immune to the inequalities and power dynamics at play in the overarching structure of the
Indian recorded music industry.
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5. Platformisation potentially reinforces the power of musicians performing and
working in Hindi and English

Mohan and Punathambekar (2019, 330) explain that states in independent India were reorganised
along linguistic lines in 1956 and this led to strong region-state-language links that have been
held firmly in place by the production and distribution of culture ever since. Through close readings
and analysis of videos produced by a particular YouTube channel they conclude that in India ‘the
‘region’ is the dominant scale at which both industry and user practices are being organised in
the digital media industries’ (Mohan and Punathambekar 2019, 330). This dynamic is perceptible
across the Indian cultural industries. In a recent interview with Hindustan Times, an English daily
in India, the CEO of Netflix, Reed Hastings, underscored the regional scale by stating that ‘We
kinda treat India like the EU. Many cultures, similar currency, but multiple countries put together,
and they love each other most of the time, and share content too’ (Shaikh 2021). The MSPs
concur. Not just the local MSPs but also the international ones acknowledge that growth depends
on penetration into the smaller cities by focusing on regional music which for the likes of Gaana con-
tributes over 35% of total consumption (Lidhoo 2021). Gustav Gyllenhammar, vice president,
markets and subscriber growth at Spotify, explained in an interview to Fortune India (Lidhoo
2021) that ‘India is not one market [but…] a vast region with cultures and languages and
different socio-economic realities and we need… to rapidly follow on by winning the tier 2 cities’.

Nonetheless, Hindi is dominant as the putative national language, though not without contest
(Mohan and Punathambekar 2019), and the Hindi-speaking market (HSM7) is the most economically
vibrant. For example, the international reality format singing competition, Idol, broadcast in India as
Indian Idol targets the HSM and features predominantly Hindi songs but enjoys viewership and par-
ticipation from across the country (Punathambekar 2010). Not all participants identify with Hindi as
their first language or even claim proficiency in the language, but their performances in the compe-
tition must include Hindi songs (Punathambekar 2010, 249). The judges and special celebrity guests
invited to the show are also predominantly from the Hindi film fraternity, i.e. Bollywood (Punatham-
bekar 2010, 247). It is, therefore, not surprising that Bollywood (implied Hindi) music dominates the
MSPs in India (IMI 2022a, 21).

Another significant factor raised by the geo-linguistic regions within India is a strong preference
for music in the local language.8 International (non-Indian, predominantly English) music in India is
growing in absolute numbers but is dropping in share (Jacca 2021) despite English being a strong
‘bridge language’ (Mohan and Punathambekar 2019, 329) that allows people from different
regions and with different native languages to communicate with each other. This inability of inter-
national music, whilst growing, to match the overall growth rate of recorded music in the country
questions ideas of western cultural imperialism and demands a review of the emphasis in some aca-
demic literature on dominant cultural flows from the Global North to postcolonial nations (Herbert,
Lotz, and Punathambekar 2020) further aggravated by the centralised power wielded by global tech-
nology platforms emanating from the West (cf. Jin’s [2015] account of ‘platform imperialism’). In the
case of the Indian recorded music industry, we see a resistance to this common narrative not just
from the incumbent film music genre but also from local non-film music which, as discussed in
Section 2, has been steadily climbing the charts. Resistance to western cultural imperialism can
also be evidenced in the fact that Hollywood films still garner only a 14% market share in India
(Bamzai 2022) and this is owed in no small measure to the practice of releasing dubbed versions
of blockbuster Hollywood films in Hindi, Tamil, and Telugu (Hattangadi 2020) that employ leading
Indian film stars for both dubbing and promotion (Iyer 2020; The Times of India 2017; Arya 2019).
In fact, beyond just resistance, there is evidence of counterflows of musical culture from India to
the West. Some notable examples are: the sampling of Bollywood tunes in western hits (Kharsynrap
2019; Lal 2020); the success of musicians from the Indian diaspora (Srivastava 2022; Rys 2013; Chan-
dran 2021); the recent Golden Globe Awards and Academy Awards wins for Indian musician M.M.
Keeravani for the song ‘Naatu Naatu’ in the Indian Telugu-language film ‘RRR’ (S. K. Jha 2023; Rao
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2023); Indian musician King breaking into Spotify’s global top song and album charts in 2022 for his
non-film album and songs (Loudest 2022); Indian musician Arijit Singh featuring among the top ten
most followed musicians on Spotify across the globe in 2022, above the likes of Taylor Swift and BTS
(Koimoi 2022); metal band Bloodywood becoming the first from India to break into the Billboard and
U.K. charts in 2022 (Tagat 2022); Indian musician Diljit Dosanjh getting billed to perform at Coachella
in April 2023 (Outlook 2023); and seven out of the top ten musicians on YouTube’s global music chart
being from India (Dredge 2023). Thus, it is clear from the platform charts that MSPs are not only sites
for challenging western musical flows but they also to some extent enable countercultural flows by
serving a global audience with Indian music. The charts also reveal that MSPs confirm the domestic
cultural hegemony of Indian filmmusic, especially Bollywoodmusic, which itself is being upended by
non-film music whose rise is not only encouraged by the inherent affordances of platformisation but
also by investments from the majors and the Indian MSPs as discussed in Section 2.

However, notwithstanding the dominance of local languages, local musicians still face the formid-
able task of navigating domestic and international MSPs which use English as the default user inter-
face language. Meanwhile MSPs face the challenge of judiciously choosing and developing
language-based versions of their interfaces (The Economic Times 2017). As a result, some local musi-
cians and audiences need to develop their English skills, depend on intermediaries, or remain
excluded until platforms develop interfaces in all the local languages. This has important impli-
cations for representation for Indian musicians, especially confounding the efforts of regional and
rural musicians already vying for visibility in a Hindi-music-dominated market. Language-based
issues can frustrate back-end business operations as well. For example, YouTube does not recognise
any of the Indian languages except Hindi for its Google Ads interface9 and this limits the ability of
regional record companies and musicians to promote their content on YouTube. Furthermore,
Google uses the English version of its policies as the official reference for policy enforcement.10

Such global practices and policies betray a lack of commitment on the part of global MSPs
towards empathising with non-Anglophone musicians to make a living off the platform economy.

Thus, we see that India is fragmented along linguistic lines, and while platformisation offers
opportunities to musicians from all languages, it also reinforces the systemic domestic and global
hegemonies of Hindi and English, respectively.

6. Conclusions

In this article we have presented an overview of platformisation in the Indian recorded music indus-
try and explored some of its implications for the livelihoods of musicians. We saw how platformisa-
tion has loosened the hegemonic grip of film music on the Indian recorded music industry and has
accelerated demands for copyright reform that may advantage many musicians. But we have also
seen how platformisation has reinforced the power of the domestic majors (and international
majors are increasingly present), and how it may serve to disadvantage musicians not working
with the dominant languages of Hindi and English. In this concluding section, we raise some of
the issues that we have not had the capacity to explore in detail, but which may be the basis of
future research.

First, the scale and convenience of MSPs’ affordances provide opportunities to a greater number
of independent musicians to have their music discovered; but at the same time the highly centra-
lised power wielded by record companies allows these companies to negotiate better deals with
MSPs with regards to royalty payments and promotions, thereby effectively crowding out the disco-
verability of independent, non-film music. So, is optimism concerning non-film music justified? Has
platformisation reduced the systemic (over)dependence of Indian musicians on work from the film
industry and on the major record companies? How meaningfully has the cultural hegemony of film
music been undermined or reinforced by platformisation? These are vital questions for understand-
ing one of the world’s most important music markets, but which remain poorly understood in the
literature on platforms and cultural work.
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Second, our article illustrates how attention to cultural platforms in a country from South Asia
can reveal dynamics quite different from those observed in the Global North. We have high-
lighted key distinctive features of the Indian recorded music industry, viz. the cultural hegemony
of film music, unique copyright laws, strong influence of local record companies and local MSPs,
undermining of international western music by local musical preferences, and the importance of
Hindi and regional languages. These factors co-exist and intertwine in complex ways that ques-
tion the direct application of prevalent theories, such as those of cultural industry structures and
western cultural imperialism, from the Global North to diverse local contexts (cf. work by
researchers such as Elbanna and Idowu [2022] on potentially positive results of crowdsourced
work in Nigeria). Critical research on platformisation in the Global North has understandably
emphasised negative effects of platformisation (Galuszka 2015; Berry 2019; Nieborg, Duffy, and
Poell 2020; Nowak and Morgan 2022), but scholars like Nair (2022, 389) have underscored the
‘differences in the political economy of the Global South and North’. Investigation of the
working lives and attitudes of Indian musicians in the digitalised recorded music industry
might help to further the debate on the need for a modified scholarly approach towards analys-
ing local contexts (Davison and Martinsons 2016) and indigenous cultural industries in the Global
South (Lorenzen and Täube 2008), and to ‘brave highlighting local perspectives’ (Elbanna and
Idowu 2022, 129).

Third, our article shows that questions remain about the sustainability of non-film music in the
wake of platformisation, and in particular the role of copyright. Section 3 explored the evolution
of Indian copyright laws, especially the Copyright (Amendment) Act 2012. Yet how effectively
have these laws been translated into practice in the Indian recorded music industry and how
are the major record companies supporting non-film musicians? What avenues have been
made available to film and non-film musicians to learn about their rights and to seek redress
in case of continuing traditional practices made illegal by the new laws? What role has the gov-
ernment played in ensuring the implementation of these laws? These questions are once again
rarely addressed in existing literature but are vital for understanding the working lives of musi-
cians in India.

Fourth, when people are denied access to information in their own language on the predomi-
nantly Anglophonic Internet (Arnaudo 2019), the exclusion is ‘both deeply consequential for them
and invisible to the dominant culture’ (Plantin et al. 2018, 301). How does the continuing operational
hegemony of the English language on the MSPs impact the representation of the diversity of musi-
cians and their ability to sustain a living off these platforms in multi-lingual nations such as India?
What dependencies does this create for them on Anglophone intermediaries? What training is
accorded to local musicians to overcome such language barriers, and are they able to successfully
overcome them?

We believe that our overview, and these further questions, help to frame the tensions between
the opportunities and challenges afforded by the platformisation of music. Arguably, these are par-
ticularly pronounced in the Indian recordedmusic industry, owing to the huge untapped potential of
non-film musicians. The areas of research highlighted here have very serious implications for many
musicians and a critical understanding of this underexplored domain could be valuable for shaping
future policies and reforms. We hope these questions will pique the interest of colleagues, students,
and future researchers, as they do ours.

Notes

1. The word ‘Bollywood’ is sometimes misleadingly used to refer to the Indian film industry as a whole, whereas
Bollywood is the colloquial name given to the Hindi film industry based in Bombay (now Mumbai).

2. The major domestic record companies are: T-Series, Saregama, Zee Music Company, and Aditya Music. In
addition, vertically integrated companies such as Yash Raj Films, Tips Industries Limited, and Eros International
have their own film studios and record companies; a strategy being increasingly deployed by the domestic
majors (Bhattacharya 2019).
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3. The main digital distributors operating in India are local offices of international companies, notably Believe, CD
Baby, Tunecore, and The Orchard (which is now owned by Sony Music Entertainment). They either charge a com-
mission on the revenue earned by independent musicians from the streams of their songs, or they charge a fee
for various services ranging from plain vanilla distribution to promotions, customer support, and analytics, or any
combination thereof (Soundcharts 2022). MCNs operate on a similar business model but are largely involved
with managing and monetising the YouTube channels of their clients. One Digital Entertainment is an
example of a leading Indian MCN that manages the YouTube channels of independent record companies
and celebrities including musicians (Vardhan 2015).

4. Just between these two sources we found nineteen independent record companies.
5. Indian Performing Right Society Ltd. v. Eastern Indian Motion Pictures Association, 1977, SCR (3) 206, 222.
6. The most subscribed to channel on YouTube in the world publishes Bollywood music and is operated by T-Series

(Feeney 2022), the largest record company in India.
7. HSM is a term commonly used in media programming and advertising. As a noun it refers to a region – all of

India without the five south Indian states, and as an adjective it describes an audience – all those who speak
Hindi; but the two do not map perfectly since HSM audiences live outside the boundaries of the HSM region
as well where they consume HSM content on pan-India media networks.

8. The IMI (2022a, 11) report notes that 71% of their surveyed respondents preferred listening to local music as
opposed to the global average of 49%.

9. See https://support.google.com/google-ads/answer/6333734 for the list of languages recognised and omitted
by the Google Ads interface.

10. See https://support.google.com/adspolicy/answer/6088505 for the Google policy statement.
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